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Introduction
The ability to recognize and remember faces is a critical social 
skill.  In humans, it has been shown that faces are remembered 
better than other visual stimuli (Curby and Gauthier, 2007). 
Curby and Gauthier suggested that holistic processing of faces 
confers an advantage for faces during memory encoding, 
especially when encoding time is limited.  These data support 
the idea that faces belong to a special category of stimuli that 
are processed in dedicated neural systems (Kanwisher 2000).  
But, is this unique to humans?  There has been considerable 
debate about whether or not monkeys process faces holistically 
(Gothard et. al, 2003; Parr and Heintz, 2008), and it is currently 
unclear whether this memory advantage for faces is limited to 
humans or whether it extends to non-human primates.  Although 
there is evidence that monkeys process conspecific faces using 
configural cues (Dahl et al., 2009; Gothard et.al, 2009; Parr et al., 
2008), it is unclear whether monkeys exhibit enhanced memory 
for faces over other kinds of stimuli.   Accordingly, in the present 
study, we examined the ability of rhesus monkeys to recognize 
faces and other complex images.  We examined memory for 
both human and animal faces and we compared recognition 
memory performance over a range of encoding times.  
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The Visual Preferential Looking Task

At the beginning of each trial, a fixation cross appeared on the screen. The monkey 
was required to fixate the cross for 1 second, after which the cross disappeared 
and the stimulus was presented.  The stimulus stayed on the screen as long as 
the monkey looked at it (up to a maximum of 5 seconds).  200 unique stimuli were 
presented in each test session and each stimulus was presented twice during 
the session, with up to 9 trials intervening between first (Encoding) and second 
(Recognition) presentations.

An example of the monkey’s scan path 
during the first (yellow) and second (red) 
presentation of a stimulus.  The monkey 
spent much less time viewing the stimulus in 
the second presentation, indicating that the 
monkey recognized the repeated stimulus.

Behavioral performance 
on the VPLT

Results

Combined behavioral data from 25 test sessions in four monkeys.

A: There was a significant decrease in looking time for the repeated presentation 
(p<.001).  Error bars represent SEM.

B: Distribution of the change in looking time as a percentage of the looking time for 
the first presentation. 
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Examples of face and non-face stimuli
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If the monkey focused on the eyes of a 
stimulus containing a face, the stimulus 
was characterized as a face (Figure A).  
However, if the monkey did not pay 
particular attention to the eyes, then the 
stimulus was characterized as a non-face 
even if there was a face present in the 
image (Figures B & C).
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Memory performance as a function of 
length of encoding
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Memory performance with 
short encoding (0.5-1 sec)A                                                     B      

Yellow = First Presentation
Red = Second Presentation

After equating for length of 
encoding, there was no 
significant difference in 
memory performance 
accross stimulus types.  
However, when pictures 
were viewed for less than 
one second during 
encoding, there was a trend 
towards better memory for 
faces.

A: Average encoding looking time for stimuli. The average encoding time for faces was 
significantly longer than that for non-faces (mean looking time for faces: 2758 ms, 
non-faces: 1920 ms, p < .001). B: Memory performance as percent reduction in looking 
time between encoding and recognition (faces: 57.3%, non-faces: 41.4%, p < .001).

A: Monkeys demonstrated a clear preference for viewing rhesus faces over faces of 
other primates and non-face stimuli (mean looking time for rhesus: 2910 ms, 
chimpanzee: 2176 ms, human: 1657 ms, non-faces: 1684 ms, all ps < .01). B: 
Memory performance as a percent reduction in looking time between short encoding 
and recognition (rhesus: 72.9%, chimpanzee: 64.7%, human: 56.4%, non-faces: 
60.5%) Only rhesus faces were significantly better remembered than non-face stimuli 
time (rhesus vs non-faces, p < .05, other face stimuli vs non-faces, ps >.10).
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Overall monkey performance on the visual preferential looking task 
(VPLT) clearly demonstrated a significant preference for viewing 
novel, as opposed to repeated, images with a wide variety of 
stimulus content.  When those images were categorized by 
content (face vs non-face) and also by scan path, a significant 
preference for images containing a face when particular attention 
was paid to the eyes appears. Although monkeys prefer viewing 
faces over non-face images, our data suggest that across a range 
of encoding times, faces are not better remembered than other 
images.  However, there was a trend towards better memory for 
faces with very short encoding times.  Because these data 
included both human and animal faces, a follow-up study 
examined viewing preferences and memory for faces of different 
species.  There was clear evidence that conspecific images were 
preferred over chimpanzee and human faces as well as over 
non-face images.  Additionally, rhesus faces, but not chimpanzee 
or human faces, were significantly better remembered than other 
stimuli with short encoding intervals.  These data are consistent 
with previous findings in humans that human faces are better 
remembered with short encoding intervals (Curby and Gauthier, 
2007).  Further, these data suggest that rhesus monkeys may 
process conspecific faces holistically, leading to improved memory 
performance when encoding time is limited.
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                                   # of images        % of total images
Faces 684                         16.7
Non-faces                                   3400                   83.3
Not scanned as face          325                     8.0
Total                                  4084

Distribution of face and non-face stimuli 
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